
Chapter 5: Truthiness Goes to Washington 

Business as Usual: Truthiness as Nothing New? 

 Reflecting on the definition of truthiness (the quality of stating concepts or facts 

one wishes or believes to be true, rather than concepts or facts known to be true), one 

may well wonder why this could be considered a new phenomenon. Throughout the vast 

expanse of human history, people have lied, haven’t they?  Especially people involved in 

politics!  How could anyone doubt that the manipulation of the truth, which dates back at 

least as early as Machiavelli in the 16th Century, has been an all-pervading theme at least 

throughout the modern period in the history of ideas?  The difference between the 

political lying and deceit exhibited in Machiavelli’s writing and other historical examples 

of political manipulation is distinct from modern truthiness in a few key ways; the root of 

these differences is the variance in the degrees of intention between historical deceit and 

the newer truthiness. Until recently, manipulation and lying were exhibited in the 

political arena exclusively by elites who had deliberately chosen to use methods other 

than the truth to placate or influence the actions of non-elites; this relationship was 

clearly manipulative, active in this capacity, and exhibited total disrespect for the public’s 

opinion in policy formation.  

To contrast, truthiness today comes in both active and passive forms; people may 

be unwitting mechanisms of truthiness with good intentions and ideals, but fail to realize 

that their interpretation of fact is inherently flawed and subjective. Similarly, the disdain 

historically expressed by the elite disdains the function of the masses in formulating 

policy opinions; Machiavelli’s princes may have had their desires moderated by the 

necessity of consent of the governed, but the people would have never actively 
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contributed to governance in the way that populations in participatory democracies today 

shape policy. Today, public inquiry is all the more possible, given major media outlets 

that can efficiently relate a set of facts to the public, who can use this experiential data to 

formulate beliefs, despite having not experienced the facts directly. As such, there is a 

greater public reliance on the media to inform their opinions with facts, and corruption at 

the level of factual reporting corrupts the inquiry at its source. Truthiness is distinct from 

lying in that it has a greater impact on the public’s ability to perform inquiry, which had 

been fairly impotent until the 20th Century; however, the goal of public inquiry has 

moved away from the attainment of objective truth and towards the establishment of a 

public consensus, the essential determinant of political action in a democracy.  

Throughout the 20th Century, thanks to progressive reforms and technological 

advances in communication, atomized voters were united through interest groups and 

issue politics. For one thing, the progressive political reforms at the turn of the century 

empowered voters by giving making U.S. Senate seats directly elected and by increasing 

the transparency and accountability of government actions. Indeed, the passions that 

drove the factions Madison supposed would remain disparate and powerless in Federalist 

10 were united through technology and gained a greater ability to unite voters to express 

their voting issues in order to influence the policy making process. Because these groups 

have been able to cohere and wield influence collectively, these groups have gained 

immense influence over politicians by making themselves electoral necessities; as such, 

politics is further democratized since politicians must be more responsive to the demands 

of these groups in order to maintain their support. The political and ideological interests 

represented in Washington have developed into a complex machinery of expertise and 
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specialization, demonstrated by the think tanks that actively develop policy proposals  

and public interest groups that inform the public of their assessments of politicians (based 

on the individual criteria established by each group). For example, think tanks like the 

RAND Institute offers congressmen the text of a bill they would like to see passed, while 

public interest groups like the League of Conservation Voters distributes an annual list of 

the 10 best and worst congressmen with respect to their voting records on environmental 

issues. Because of this new degree of responsiveness between politicians and their 

constituencies, buttressed by the rise of interest groups, the publicly accepted facts of a 

given issue have far more determination on the course of public inquiry and policy 

formation. 

At the same time, the progressives democratized voting practices so that public 

participation increased amongst typically marginalized groups like immigrants and 

minorities; this increased political participation and political awareness were supposed to 

increase public interest in issue politics and make voters more sensitive to a candidate’s 

policy stances than their character. The culture of experts had been more objective, 

composed of positivists and analytics, at the time of the progressive reforms; as such, 

there was significantly greater respect for professionalism, and an attitude which treated 

science as a vocation more than a job or a career. The demands to protect the integrity 

and the standards of one’s vocation far exceeded one’s personal political preferences, and 

experts refrained from inserting their policy opinions into their work, which was 

supposed to be a single-minded search for truth. With experts ostensibly searching for 

objective truth, progressives left power in the hands of a public that would take expert 
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opinion more seriously than the political elites, who had been known to promote private 

interests and deny truth if it was in their interest.  

In an age of Positivism and scientific progress, experts had thoroughly attempted 

to minimize their own bias in order to maintain their standards of objective, universally 

acceptable truth. Science had operated according to the principles of the scientific 

method, which only assessed the success of a proposition in modeling reality in 

determining its worth; because science refused to address the normative, ethical questions 

often associated with a particular scientific finding (such as the ethical use of the atomic 

bomb), and because science required massive amounts of public funding, politicians 

worked in tandem with science since they controlled its conclusions. Science empowered 

the public to make its own normative determinations by providing it with the factual, 

experiential data that would have been otherwise unavailable to public inquiry. For 

example, scientific progress has made the quantification of the effects of pollution 

possible, discovered the myriad of deleterious effects caused by smoking, and found 

correlations between various eating habits and one’s health. The increased public 

awareness of such issues enforced the accountability that the progressives intended, 

reducing the latitude given to politicians to ignore or deny these facts on the behalf of 

those who would suffer from governmental regulation of the problems identified by 

objective science. Because science was rising in value in political debates, institutions 

other than politically disinterested universities, like commercial ventures and interest 

groups, began hiring their own experts to find justifications for the conclusions that 

would advance their own interests.1 However, the experts in universities had the 

guaranteed academic freedom to advance whatever position they wanted, which could 
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have been either the most truthful or the most personally advantageous, depending on the 

experts’ dedication to the objectivity of their vocations. Like the Sophists, experts had 

commoditized the truth by providing convincing argumentation to those willing to pay. 

Nascent relativistic and nihilistic opinions of truth in politics and philosophy, 

emphasized by the growing professional disagreements amongst experts, enabled anyone 

to criticize the veracity of expert conclusions when it contradicted their own 

determinations, by pointing to experts (often their own employees whose jobs were 

provided on the basis of promising an alternative testimony) who would willingly 

contradict the prevailing opinion. Because such experts are employed on the basis of the 

conclusions they promise to draw, the lack of intellectual freedom predetermines a 

conclusion and prevents the expert’s inquiry from being rational. Science’s self-imposed 

methodological constraints, on the other hand, are intended to render all of its 

conclusions objective and verifiable by anyone willing to carry out the verifying test, 

lending authority to its conclusions by virtue of the ease of contradiction; because of the 

accessibility of refutation in science, the public was predisposed to believing that an 

expert’s contradiction of scientific findings must be based on contradictory data that 

rendered the conclusion false. However, political and commercial enterprises that would 

benefit from a different set of facts took advantage of the authority granted to experts, 

and employed experts to argue for their predetermined conclusions. This relativism in 

expert testimony led to increased acknowledgement and comfort with the concept of 

outright bias in historically objective vocations. Science had become a job, not devoted to 

discovering the truth whatever it may be, but devoted to most effectively maintaining a 

salary and advancing the most profitable conclusions, since bias had become expected 
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and acceptable. Politicians had enjoyed the power granted by public uncertainty and 

apathy, since it allowed them to govern how they wished, and recognized (like Julius 

Caesar building the Coliseum) that distraction from the content of issues could effectively 

mitigate negative public opinion. 

The concurrent developments in major media, like the advent of television news 

and advertising, allowed politicians to distract voters from fact-based issues at their 

convenience. One significant example of political manipulation through the media was 

the U.S. involvement in Vietnam in the 1960s and 70s; at the beginning of the conflict, 

when the U.S. had begun sending troops to Vietnam, these troops were called “military 

advisers” in government reports, and the term was repeated by the media, temporarily 

quelling potential public disapproval. Conversely, as the Vietnam War progressed, the 

television media’s presence in Vietnam uniquely brought the horrors of combat into 

every American living room, crucially undermining public support for the war. Because 

the media attempted to operate exclusively as purveyors of facts, the public was able to 

make its own determination of the costs and benefits of a war in Vietnam. However, in 

areas where the media cannot safely investigate on its own, it relies on the government’s 

willingness to report facts accurately to the media, which could report facts to the public, 

in turn.  

Another example of political manipulation in the media was the famous “Daisy” 

advertisement in Lyndon B. Johnson’s presidential campaign against Barry Goldwater 

depicted an innocent looking girl picking flowers in a field, and then showed a mushroom 

cloud from a nuclear bomb to depict what “would happen” if Goldwater were elected; at 

the end of the commercial the announcer gravely suggested, “Vote for President Johnson 
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on November 3. The stakes are too high for you to stay home.”2  Though there was no 

factual grounding for suggesting that Goldwater would incite a nuclear holocaust, the 

Johnson campaign successfully encouraged voters to reconsider their commitment to 

Goldwater, who lost the election with one of the widest margins of loss in history.3  Once 

this method of vote acquisition proved its efficacy, the rent-seeking motivations of 

politicians prompted them to quickly adopt the method, and character attacks and 

soundbites became integral parts of any political campaign. 

Campaign managers began implementing the attack strategy immediately upon 

realizing its political efficacy. Some campaign managers, realizing how disinterested 

most of the public usually is in congressional elections, concentrate the bulk of their 

efforts in fundraising, so that the campaign can buy massive amounts of advertising time 

in the few weeks leading up to the election. These advertisements are explicitly designed 

to undermine the alternative candidate, and only rarely do politicians campaign on the 

strength of an issue or an idea, except insofar as those issues are useful in manipulating 

the public’s perception of the candidate. Often, candidates will use their advertisements 

to directly contradict the factual claims made by opponents about one’s record on the 

issues; the contest is not important in terms of factual accuracy or correspondence to 

reality, but in terms of the public perception of those facts. As long as the public is 

tentatively willing to accept the facts presented by political advertisements, all campaign 

managers have to do is purchase the appropriate amount of airtime and craftily design 

advertisements for the greatest effect on voters.  

In a democratic political climate, where a public consensus is the end of public 

inquiry, one might suppose that the only way to ensure rationality in inquiry is a 
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minimization of the public’s biases through a profusion of evidenced, indisputable, 

objective facts, a function the media and experts were supposed to serve. One might 

suppose that widespread evidence of the biological equality of the races might reduce 

racism, or that the unending barrage of evidence consistent with Darwinian evolution 

would promote a naturalistic view of the world, but the formation of beliefs is more 

complex and convoluted than simply deferring to the pervading scientific or objective 

knowledge available. True rationality in inquiry operates on more levels than just the 

content of the debate; as the history of philosophy has shown, it may be profoundly 

irrational to accept a rationalistic formulation on the basis of its rationality alone. If an 

idea does not serve a practical, beneficial function, especially if it undermines one’s 

chances of survival in a hostile reality, the strength of the rationalistic formulation cannot 

influence the desirability of its acceptance. However, the vast majority of inquiry is 

meant to enhance our ability to deal with the world in the context of our future 

experiences; if the inquiry concerns testable propositions, the conclusions drawn must 

correspond to (or at least take into account) the experiential data provided by the test, or 

the inquiry will have come to false and misleading conclusions that have no practical 

value in reality. Along the same lines, if public inquiries into political matters do not rely 

on experience or observable facts, the conclusions of inquiry are necessarily arbitrary and 

based on pre-existing biases which cannot effectively address the issues at hand or 

enhance our ability for future decision-making. 

The Media: Gateway for Truth and Truthiness 

Because of the nature of democratic politics, public information is essential for 

the public’s capacity to make decisions. Just as the goal of participatory democracy is to 
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utilize the strengths of consensus decision-making, a democracy’s people needs the tools 

for reasoned inquiry; Thomas Jefferson expressed sentiments in favor of public education 

like, “In a republican nation whose citizens are to be led by reason and persuasion and 

not by force, the art of reasoning becomes of first importance” and “Science is more 

important in a republican than in any other government.”4  The 20th Century has seen a 

unique rise in the amount of participation possible by most individuals, thanks to factors 

ranging from voting rights reforms to increased incorporation of policy issues into 

political contests. However, one change has probably been the most influential on the 

general market for ideas and the market for truth: the growth of media prevalence, 

especially in the rise of television. Television, present in 99 percent of American 

households, has influenced inquiry by connecting the public to the most current facts 

available, to the point where citizens can verify facts with their own sensory experience 

(albeit a sensory experience teleported through the use of broadcasting).  

In the beginning of television’s history, the news media were unimpeachable 

examples of objectivity and relevance, primarily due to the unique market arrangement of 

the main three news organizations: ABC, NBC, and CBS. In tandem with the positivist 

movement of the 20th Century, the media viewed their position with a sense of 

responsibility as the purveyor of fact to the public, a duty to the public so that they could 

perform their own inquiries. In their efforts to facilitate public inquiry and reduce the 

costs of investigation, the media often employ experts to testify with their expertise 

utilized for public education. Though traditional media have always employed experts in 

interpreting the facts in an intelligible way, television’s experts have made these 

presentations of fact appear all the more palpable; reporters like Walter Cronkite and 
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Edward R. Murrow, in particular, were treated as though they were experts themselves, 

and Americans put a lot of faith in the media’s objectivity at the time, partially because 

the media organizations themselves perceived a duty in their occupation, which was 

ostensibly to report the truth. One can observe the historical pining for the media’s age of 

objectivity characterized by the mission to report the truth in the self-representations 

made by the media themselves (like in movies as current as “Good Night, and Good 

Luck,” the Edward Murrow biopic).  

It is almost cliché to say that reporters felt bound by their conscience, sense of 

professionalism and concern for peer esteem to maintain a high standard for truth, one 

which required thorough investigation and “journalistic integrity.”  However, this image 

is slightly misrepresentative of the media in general, which has possessed a sensationalist 

bias (the tendency to report the most shocking news or information since it attracts the 

largest audience) since its inception, as demonstrated at its most extreme by “yellow 

journalism” in the 19th Century.i  Television managed to maintain its integrity for a long 

time, though radio outlets, tabloids and “penny papers” often had declining budgets 

because of the strength of major media organizations like the Big Three; as such, they 

sought profit in other avenues. Radio is now mostly music-driven, and newspapers have 

declined in number throughout the country. The amount of different voices reaching the 

public was declining, and media was consolidating, a trend that continues to this day. 

Nonetheless, most media, including television news, was still ostensibly engaged in the 

process of delivering facts to the public, so that they could perform their own political 

                                                
i Many would claim that William Randolph Hearst started the Spanish-American War in an effort to attract 
readers, exemplified by the report that Cuban and Spanish troops had attacked the U.S.S Maine, though in 
reality, the explosion on the Maine was not the result of any assault by Spain. 
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and moral inquiries. Reporters tried to live up to the standards they set for themselves in 

less profit-motivated days, but often were constrained by the commercial limits of the 

media and the consequent commoditization of truth. 

Television news media began to decline in popularity as a result of the increase in 

alternative available entertainment on television, especially with the expansion of 

broadcast networks and the advent of cable television. In order to compete with 

alternative programming, the news media began engaging in what is popularly referred to 

as “infotainment.”  In order to maintain their financial viability, news organizations 

began softening up their standards and reporting stories that were less relevant, as long as 

they proved to be entertaining enough. The media’s sensationalist bias undermined its 

potential function of detailed political analysis of issues the public could influence; for 

example, news stories about shark attacks outnumber stories on federal appropriation 

bills every year, though federal appropriations certainly have more of an impact on the 

nation than the single-digit number of annual shark attacks. However, the market forces 

which determine viewership have dictated these changes in the news media, forcing 

media outlets to become more visually engaging, more accessible, and less serious. 

Declining public attention to political issues corresponded to decreasing 

sophistication and understanding in news audiences, requiring news outlets to “dumb 

down” their stories or spend valuable airtime explaining the complexities of political 

issues. News stories were also shortened in length as a strategy to keep the audience’s 

attention fixed on the same program, further reducing the amount of depth a news 

organization could go into in explaining a certain event. All this is not to mention the fact 

that greater advertising pressures put large incentives on reporters to not say anything 
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damaging regarding the financial underwriters of their program. Lately, these competitive 

factors have grown even more intense; reality programs pose low costs to media 

organizations, and investigative news programs are relatively more costly to produce, 

despite producing less revenue. As such, news programs have experienced significant 

budgets cuts which has further reduced their capacity to collect news efficiently; more 

and more, news media turn to experts who willingly offer their expertise, but in an age 

where public opinion means so much and the public’s ability to discern the truth has 

declined, the most profitable function of experts (the advancement of private interests) 

has incited a market adjustment. 

Along with the increasing partisanship of experts that has impaired the media’s 

ability to discern the biases inherent in various interpretations of reality, the relative costs 

of independent investigation and fact-checking have also increased dramatically. Today, 

the news media is managed by large corporate organizations that produce all sorts of 

media entertainment; media managers, intent on generating massive profits (about 15 

percent on the dollar, a relatively huge profit margin), have cut the budgets of their news 

outlets to increase their profitability. Wire services such as the Associated Press and 

Reuters have also reduced the necessity for news organizations to maintain a news bureau 

in the cities where the news is produced, allowing news outlets to cut costs and report 

whatever is given by the wire service rather than incurring the expense of having staff 

members independently investigate into the facts of a situation. Budget reductions usually 

eliminate staff, reducing a news organizations capability to perform original, 

investigative reporting, and further reinforcing reliance on wire services. Because media 

managers are primarily sensitive to the costs and benefits of a given story, the news is not 
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determined by what is important, relevant, or true; rather, the news is determined by what 

is profitable. Objective public inquiry is no longer the stated goal of most news 

organizations; garnering profits for their parent corporations is the new end of journalism. 

These trends unfortunately restrict control over the relation of facts to media managers, 

wire services, and independent reporters who are willing to do the work of investigation 

themselves; by concentrating the control of facts, these sources of information are more 

easily manipulated by politicians and private interests, further commoditizing truth.  

Aside from the biases towards sensationalism and cost-efficiency previously 

mentioned, there is a significant “access bias” in the press that causes them to seek out 

policymakers of influence who actually shape legislation and can provide insight into the 

process; often, this means that reporters are forced to report on the actions and statements 

of the party in power, since they set the legislative agenda. However, the access bias may 

also cause reporters to favor experts that are readily available to give their opinions, 

provide pithy and quotable statements, and are reliable and honest with the information 

they provide. The media’s use of expert sources significantly cuts costs of information 

collection, but has contributed to the public perception that the media has a “liberal bias,” 

a perception the media has been trying to shake for several decades.  

While it may or may not be true that the media is composed of more Democrats 

than Republicans, the biases towards access, sensationalism and profitability explain why 

reporters would favor liberal issues: unsolved problems typically demanded a 

government solution by default, the kind of solution that liberals favor; human interest 

stories invariably depend on some sense of injustice and inequality, often perpetrated by 

public abuse or closed-mindedness, issues that liberals prioritize; and reporters simply 
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developed relationships with the Democrats running congress for most of the 20th 

Century. The “liberal bias” may further be explained by the media’s access bias; the 

media can only report the opinions of those who provide them, and Republicans, having 

feared the liberal bias for so long, have learned not to talk to the “liberal” press. Thus, 

politicians entrench biases which favor their own conclusions by giving ratings-boosting 

access to like-minded media outlets. For example, if President Bush made an appearance 

on any news program, the media outlet would gain a considerable financial benefit and 

would continue to court such politicians in power by ideologically aligning themselves 

with the interests of those politicians. However, the media is somewhat sensitive to its 

appearance of objectivity because of the public’s historical perception that impartiality 

suggests accuracy; the public is aware that bias tampers with the conclusions of inquiry, 

and expects such bias in their politicians. Historically, the public has punished media 

exhibiting political bias because of the perception that the media is supposed to be 

politically objective and impartial in order to reliably deliver the facts of a situation to 

anyone with any political predispositions. Today, because of the muddled nature of 

public inquiry, people prefer to defer to partisanship more often than rationality, 

encouraging the commercial success of blatantly biased news organizations, such as Fox 

News or the Washington Times. 

Realizing the news media’s rising costs of interpreting and reporting complicated 

factual situations, private interests such as corporations and politicians have learned how 

to manipulate press coverage in their favor by making their interpretation of facts less 

costly to procure. Since the days where newspapers where the prominent source of news, 

corporate managers and politicians have carefully crafted press releases resembling 
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regular news stories to distribute to the media; because these press releases resemble 

news articles, newspapers could simply reprint the release as though it were its own news 

story, or at least use facts directly provided by the release, encouraging favorable 

reporting of the news event described in either case. For corporations, these press releases 

were designed to enhance the public’s and the shareholders’ perceptions of the company; 

they typically described a new product available on the market, a significant change in 

their corporate structure, or some other story that enhanced the company’s appearance. 

Politicians, similarly, have designed press releases to describe their latest public service 

or stance on an issue, always hoping to receive some kind of media coverage (since name 

recognition is the primary determinant of electoral success on the congressional level), 

and because their press releases ostensibly concern some relevant political issue, 

politicians often get their own articles printed in the newspaper, with the appearance of 

objectivity.  

Recently, politicians have learned to take such media manipulation to a new level 

with the advent of “Video News Releases” (VNRs); VNRs are designed to directly 

resemble television news segments, and are similarly provided to television stations for 

broadcasting, free of charge. Faced with declining budgets and increasing demands of 

quality and professionalism to compete with other programming, news stations across the 

country have used these VNRs in their broadcasts, sometimes attributing the source, more 

often acting as though the VNRs were their own footage; at least 77 television stations 

around the country have used VNRs, and often have taken steps to mask the fact that the 

segment was produced by others, going so far as to use the local anchor’s voice for voice-

overs, but sticking to the originally provided script, word-for-word.5  California’s 
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Governor, Arnold Schwarzenegger, is no stranger to media manipulation, and had 

distributed several VNRs in attempts to sway public opinion on several issues to his side, 

causing outrage in the state legislature for what state Senator Gloria Romero called 

“propaganda, produced at the taxpayer’s expense.”6  Because these releases are typically 

unattributed, they allow for even further political media manipulation, especially by those 

who are already in power.  

The new age of media prevalence also allowed for a more direct form of 

communication between policymakers and the voters who support their candidacies. At 

the same time, the increased importance, influence and prevalence of ideological and 

political discourse impacted the value of truth; politicians, businessmen, entertainers, 

reporters, and thinkers in general increasingly found that they needed public approval to 

legitimate any ideas they might hold. However, the public’s attention to detail seems to 

have waned amongst the shortening newscasts, the quicker “soundbites,” and the appeal 

of non-political entertainment. As such, politicians find that psychological manipulation 

more efficiently acquires votes, and battles over issues have adjusted to that style of 

inquiry; though a politician may have philosophically justified reasons for holding a 

certain value, it is more likely that a politician will make the public plea to support the 

idea in the most appealing terms than the most strictly truthful reason. Attack ads work to 

sufficiently undermine a politician’s opponent’s support in presidential campaigns, even 

if the opponent’s ideas have merit; clever packaging of bills hide their true effects (like 

the “Clear Skies Act” or the “Healthy Forest Initiative”); and evidence immune to 

oversight because of national security concerns can be fabricated to marshal public 

support in favor of a war. Politicians, being rational actors, found that the most efficient 
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means to achieving votes was not necessarily by adhering absolutely to truth; indeed, 

lying, deceit, exaggerating, and misleading more efficiently achieve the end of political 

power, though being exposed as such is irrevocably detrimental to a politician’s career. 

Therefore, the most efficient means of achieving such manipulation appears to have 

something to do with secret media manipulation, generating the appearance of 

uncertainty in issues where other considerations will do, and the armies of “experts” 

employed by each side of any issue to actively sway public opinion. 

Because the public does care about issues to some degree, experts work to most 

efficiently sway the public’s beliefs to their side of an issue. The public trusts experts 

because of the tradition of faith in experts as objective purveyors of truth Max Weber 

described, looking for the most rationalistic, objective answers to the questions put to 

them. However, science has become less of the objective vocation it once was; science 

has become a job. The amount of thinkers who sought after objective truth was declining 

relative to the amount of people who held thinkers’ careers for a living; the 

commercialization of these industries of expertise allowed those with a vested interest in 

one outcome of a debate to purchase their side of the argument. In courts, experts 

routinely testify their interpretation of the facts on the basis of whose payroll paid their 

salary; expert spokespeople are employed for their renown and perceived credibility in 

commercial products; the truth of claims like “smoking is bad for your health” is disputed 

by experts. Does it really take an expert to determine that smoking will hurt your health?  

No, it takes an expert to determine that smoking might not hurt your health!  Only experts 

are so spectacularly capable of coming to whatever conclusion they want, since they 

control the knowledge of the methodology of inquiry in their respective fields, and have 
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credence granted to them by their credentials and a relatively undiscerning public, 

swayed easily by convincing rhetoric and careful message control. Even the title “doctor” 

before someone’s name establishes some perception of expertise, though I doubt that 

someone like Dr. Phil really has much insight beyond what makes for entertaining 

daytime television.  

The public is caught up with experts, but this is a rational choice; experts reduce 

transaction costs to an amazing degree. Thanks to technological advances in our 

communication age, anyone with an internet connection has the ability to find any piece 

of information in a matter of seconds. If you think about that for a second, that is 

astounding, relative to the costs of accessing information a century ago. However, this 

rise in communication has flooded the market with a bit too much information to sift 

through. The public still needs experts to tell them what is relevant and what is not, and 

to explain the complexities of our increasingly specialized world. The challenge posed 

today is in determining what experts share your same set of assumptions about the way 

the world works, and again people use shortcuts. Someone’s political party is an excellent 

shortcut for determining what view on an issue they are likely to maintain. By further 

extension, today individuals can restrict their attention to exclusively using media outlets 

they know share their presumptions, perspectives and biases about politics; however, this 

shortcut may be a bit too facile a viewpoint on truth. Media organizations have their own 

agendas, namely to make profit; as such, some appeal to these biased viewers through 

biased programming, a proven recipe for success in the 24 hour cable news industry 

where partisanship reinforces viewership.  
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However, media organizations cannot appear to directly pander to those interests 

attempting to manipulate the information the public receives or else an excessive 

appearance of subjectivity would alienate viewers and advertisers alike. Indeed, if one 

news outlet were to report a factually incorrect story (for example, that it was hailing 

outside) and the public was able to verify the accuracy of the story (for example, by 

going outside to see if it was actually hailing), the news organization would lose 

credibility and therefore viewership; even if the individual cannot easily access the facts 

necessary to verify an assertion, competing stations could report the fallacy of their 

competitor’s claim to undermine their basis of support. Again, having a free market of 

ideas allows for error-checking by peer evaluation, ensuring the correspondence of claims 

to facts. The old perception that the media’s function is to deliver facts to the public for 

the sake of public inquiry has not totally disappeared; instead, media outlets let 

expectably partisan experts make the partisan arguments for the news media. That way, 

they can seem impartial by “reporting both sides,” even if they bear an agenda in which 

side appears to be the stronger, simultaneously reinforcing positive viewership trends and 

stifling apprehension over excessive bias. Indeed, this is truthiness at its most logical 

application. These media organizations operate with profit as the end of their inquiry, not 

truth, and as such truth has had a value placed on it. To the degree that truth generates 

more revenue, it is respected as the goal of inquiry, but as soon as it becomes too costly, 

other concerns override truth.  

Impotent Inquiry: the Costs of Truth 

Because of the political responsiveness to the consensus established by the public, 

truth has become an issue of what the public believes as a whole, rather than what best 
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corresponds to reality or even what the public would choose to believe if it fully 

understood the implications of its beliefs.ii  Since voters are increasingly uninformed 

about current political issues, elected officials need only worry about the perception of 

the public and only insofar as any public perception is strong enough to affect voting 

habits. The attention to perception, combined with an increasingly sophisticated 

understanding of the media’s influence on public opinion, has empowered elected 

officials with the ability to act out of their own interest as long as the public’s perception 

of such actions are controlled, because of the deficient error-checking and enforcement 

by their inattentive and apathetic constituencies. Because of the traditional impotence of 

public inquiry, the public’s assessment of policy issues has been historically irrelevant, 

except when selecting a party organization, a common shortcut for ideological 

identification, to inform the rest of one’s political attitudes, biases and beliefs. Today, 

public opinion matters as a feedback mechanism, but politicians and the media have a 

great degree of influence over the kind of feedback that gets produced; because the 

perception of uncertainty is easy to generate, politicians can force the public to resort to 

the conclusions provided by pre-determined biases, rather than critically examining 

issues with objective and rational inquiry designed to arrive at knowledge. Indeed, the act 

of influencing the way the public perceives factual events, popularly known as “spin,” 

has become fully integrated in the political process as a way to make political arguments 

more effective in influencing public perception.  

                                                
ii Democratic political systems inherently support a consensus theory of truth, whereby the conclusions of 
deliberation constitute public truth. Consensus supporters argue that the majority’s agreement, if not 
fraudulently misinformed, provides certainty in the proposition by virtue of its basis of support. One 
significant problem with a consensus theory of truth is its lack of an error-checking mechanism, as 
demonstrated by democratic Nazi Germany and even the decision to go to war in Iraq.  
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America’s expert culture has also integrated the tool of spin in its implicit mission 

to advance private interests with the authority of expert status; by subtly altering one’s 

explanation of a factual event with comparisons intentionally designed to evoke the 

desired public perception, experts have gained the ability to imperceptibly shape the 

perception of objectively immutable facts. America’s experts also understand the 

preferences inherent in those who utilize their services; political organizations want the 

appearance of objectively corroboratory opinions to support their claims, while media 

organizations are biased towards sensationalist arguments that would generate public 

attention. Though the expert culture rose in prominence to serve the public’s capacity for 

inquiry, political organizations and the media now utilize experts to save themselves the 

cost of inquiry, though their ends of inquiry are also not objective knowledge; political 

organizations reject inquiries that do not support the conclusions they have already 

chosen and the media only want to preserve their own image of objectivity while 

maintaining the size of their audience. Similarly, the media has implicitly claimed the 

futility of attempting to check facts provided by experts, since conflicting expert opinions 

suggest a high degree of difficulty in resolving the conflict. As such, experts have no 

incentive to strictly adhere to the truth; the value of expertise has been reduced to 

providing justifications for predetermined conclusions. These shifting market forces of a 

diminishing demand for objective truth and the abundant demand for subjective 

justifications have further commoditized truth.  

In examining the media’s impact on the market for truth, the increasing 

complexity of political issues has limited the suppliers of facts to those who are in a 

position to directly observe and analyze the subject of inquiry, forcing the media to rely 
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on the testimony of those directly involved, rather than allowing them to investigate an 

issue themselves. While this has traditionally meant a greater focus on the experts who 

possess the knowledge necessary to analyze these complicated policy matters, the 

management of other practical difficulties has increasingly restricted access to these 

facts, putting more and more facts under monopolistic control. For example, in the course 

of reporting on any war, the media’s access to new developments is restricted by virtue of 

the possibility of physical danger that such reporting incurs; as such, the media is reliant 

on information provided by “Public Affairs officers” and the protection of the armed 

forces, which can restrict direct access to news at its discretion by warning the media of 

the probability of violence in attempting to acquire such facts. Furthermore, the Armed 

Forces recognizes the necessity of positive public opinion, and that providing false 

information to the media can be used to manipulate the enemy; the military’s concern is 

not truth but operational success, and truth can be used as a tool to achieve that end. In 

the case of the recent democratic elections in Iraq, all of the major news media outlets, 

without exception, reported that despite the high frequency of violence around the time of 

the elections, the elections had gone smoothly and peacefully.7 However, it is unlikely 

that the reporters ever left the protected “green zone” to investigate whether or not this 

was the case; they likely just reported what the Public Affairs officers told them had 

occurred. As such, the administration controlled the facts of the situation and had the 

power to report these facts in the most advantageous, if untruthful, way. 

Not all people in the position of monopolistic fact control have exercised the 

option to restrict access to facts; often, the democratic principle of the freedom of the 

press overrides efforts to restrict the flow of information. In the Vietnam War, for 
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example, though the representatives of the Armed Forces chose what stories to release 

directly to reporters, the media was given enough access on the ground to investigate on 

its own and discover facts critically damaging the administration’s effort to maintain 

popular support of the war, such as the My Lai massacre. Similarly, the Freedom of 

Information Act (FOIA), enacted in 1966, guaranteed public access to a wide variety of 

government information, practically eliminating the possibility of self-interested 

restrictions on information imposed by the government, allowing for the public error-

checking necessary for democratic government. The FOIA has greatly increased the 

ability of the media to solicit information from government agencies about agency 

operating procedures that might have otherwise been restricted in the advancement of 

political interests, allowing for greater public inquiry and understanding of governmental 

agency operation. However, FOIA has several exemptions under which the president can 

deny information, including the scenarios of compromised national security, trade 

secrets, or personal privacy, giving the president broad authority to restrict information, 

as long as one of these justifications is provided as the “official” reason for the 

restriction. Because administration officials can easily construe information as essential 

to national security or some other vital interest, the public’s ability to check against 

government mismanagement has been fundamentally undermined. 

Since September 11, the threat of further terrorist attacks has kept the American 

public willing to accept restrictions on liberties, so long as those restrictions contribute to 

homeland security. As Hobbes pointed out hundreds of years ago, without the guarantee 

of security, liberties are irrelevant; after all, if you are dead, you cannot exercise your 

liberties. Similarly, since the operational efficacy of the military relies on secrecy to some 
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degree, the government does not allow the free dissemination of information relating to 

the armed forces; new weapons systems are developed and tested in private, knowledge 

of military strategies is restricted to people with appropriate security clearances, and the 

evidence indicating the possibility of a terrorist attack is sealed to secure the integrity of 

the sources. However, the public is supposed to be involved in policy formation, and 

these facts would be useful for the public in determining how the government ought to 

regulate itself; ostensibly, public inquiry ought to take into account the proven successes 

or failures of a costly weapons system, the ethical considerations made in our military 

strategies, and whether or not terrorist attacks continue to threaten America. The 

difficulty lies in analyzing the potential costs and benefits of freely distributing such 

information; furthermore, the analysis of whether or not facts ought to be released is 

restricted to those who can access those facts in the first place. In cases of military 

operation, since the benefit of marginally better public inquiry is almost always exceeded 

by the costs of compromised national security, the public is willing to sacrifice 

knowledge of the facts, or at least entrust the related decision-making to elected officials 

with access to those facts. However, the public’s trust in the government gives broad 

latitude to anyone in power wishing to manipulate public opinion and inquiry. 

Public Opinion and Inquiry: Means to Political Ends 

Though the stakes of political elections have always been high, the end of the 20th 

Century and the beginning of the 21st have seen exponential rises in campaign spending, 

especially in the arena of political television advertisements, indicating the increased 

value of political power in democratic politics. In the 1984 presidential election, $103 

million dollars were spent by all competing parties, the most of any election at any time 
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in history up until that point; however, in 1988, total spending increased over $100 

million to $210 million total dollars spent in 1988, $343 million in 2000, and by 2004, 

the total had ballooned to $710 million dollars spent (these figures only include the 

candidate’s spending, not the nearly untraceable independent issue advertisement which I 

will discuss in a moment).8  The increasingly observable efficiency of television 

advertising in swaying public opinion has been effectively used as a tool in political 

campaigns, though voters (not all of whom are as easily manipulated as I have been 

suggesting) have become more wary of who exactly is claiming what. Most Americans 

are properly skeptical of claims made by a candidate’s opponent; after all, his or her 

opinion is bound to be biased, and Americans have at least an ostensible distaste for the 

corrupting influence of bias in public inquiry. As such, politicians have become equally 

aware of the perceived objectivity that “independent” experts bring to a debate. The 

method of making an obviously biased claim from a less obviously biased source has 

proven extremely effective, at the very least in the last election. 

By the 2004 Presidential election, new campaign finance laws (McCain-Feingold) 

had been implemented, creating a new category of non-profit political advocacy groups 

designated 527 groups, after the tax code section that regulates their actions. These 

groups were designed to allow for unlimited issue advocacy, and are allowed to spend 

unlimited amounts of money advancing their cause by virtue of the First Amendment’s 

free speech protections. Because these 527 groups maintained organizational 

independence from national political affiliations, they may be perceived by the public as 

independent and objective political advocates, rather than parts of the same partisan 

machinery that typically paid for mudslinging and partisan political advertisements.9 One 
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of the most prominent 527 groups, the Swift Boat Veterans for Truth, despite their 

minimal funding and limited membership, had a significant impact on the public’s 

perception of John Kerry, the Democratic nominee. The Swift Boat Veterans for Truth 

claimed to be members of the military who had served under Kerry during his years of 

military service in Vietnam, during which Kerry was awarded three Purple Heart awards 

from wounds sustained in combat. In their famed advertisements, which were only run in 

a few key battleground states and only once or twice each, the group made factually 

inaccurate allegations about Kerry’s record, bringing doubt to the authenticity of Kerry’s 

wounds and denigrating Kerry as a commanding officer. Although Kerry paraded around 

several veterans who served directly under him, who each claimed that Kerry had saved 

their lives several times in his military service, the public perception of Kerry’s military 

service shifted because of the allegations made by the Swift Boat Veterans for Truth.10 

The mere suggestion that Kerry’s factual interpretation was inaccurate gave rhetorical 

ammunition to voters and pundits who already had politically conservative 

predispositions, and needlessly forced those who otherwise supported Kerry to question 

his record. Indeed, the Swift Boat Veterans for Truth knew that skepticism and doubt are 

more difficult to assuage than to incite, and used the expected he-said, she-said style of 

political argumentation to their advantage. 

 Aside from political campaigns, the public’s support of various policy issues has 

been taken into increasingly greater consideration throughout the 20th Century, and 

thanks to advanced communication technology and more competitive political races, 

assessing public opinion has become more sophisticated and important in political 

management. Building public support for the war in Iraq, for example, was a crucial step 
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in the Bush Administration’s decision to go to war, even though the public would have 

never had a formal place in the decision making process; hypothetically, Bush would 

have only had to convince congress to pass a resolution authorizing his use of force, but 

Bush appealed to the public directly, since the political elites with access to intelligence 

reports and who had a more sophisticated understanding of the situation might have 

objected more easily than an easily intimidated public. By simply mentioning the 

likelihood of Iraq’s possession weapons of mass destruction, the Bush Administration 

garnered enough public support to pressure their congressional representatives into 

authorizing the use of force in Iraq; by February of 2003, 70 percent of the public 

supported the use of force against Iraq.11 In this case, though there was less uncertainty 

expressed about the existence of weapons of mass destruction before the invasion of Iraq, 

had there been a significant factual claim to the contrary, the public would have still 

perceived invasion as the best course of option; after all, being wrong about nuclear 

weapons would have been too costly to take have taken a chance. Along the same lines of 

Johnson’s “Daisy” commercial, the stakes were so high that rational, public deliberation 

was impossible. 

 Similarly, when the benefits associated with the truth are far removed from the 

immediate future and the costs of the truth are immediate, politicians with short time 

horizons typically discount the necessity to address problems that would not be attributed 

to them. One major example has been the consequences of greenhouse gas emissions, a 

subject on which countless experts have clashed and disagreed, citing different evidence 

to support the existence or non-existence of the phenomenon referred to as global 

warming. Most experts in the scientific community have agreed that greenhouse gas 
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emissions, mostly caused by burning fossil fuels, contribute to the destruction of the O-

zone, the protective layer of oxygen molecules that insulates the earth and maintains its 

habitable temperature. Other experts have contended that no such phenomenon is 

occurring, and that global warming would have insignificant impacts if it were.12 In 1997, 

world leaders had acknowledged the political imperative to solve this slowly developing 

problem, and attempted to pass the Kyoto Protocol, an international treaty that would 

curb emissions and slow global warming. When the treaty was submitted to the U.S. 

Senate for ratification, with a vote of 95-0, the Senate rejected the Kyoto Protocol, on the 

grounds that it would unfairly “result in serious harm to the economy of the United 

States” by allowing developing countries to avoid the restrictions imposed on the U.S.13  

Subsequent political statements have denied the existence of global warming, and 

because the evidence verifying the phenomenon is not immediately forthcoming, the 

issue is difficult to debate. For elected officials, the answer is clear: the certain, 

immediate costs, for which politicians would have to admit responsibility, far outweigh 

the long-term, unrealizable benefits of reform. While some highly educated 

constituencies may care about global warming today, politicians can avoid paying a 

political price for the potential long-term costs of not reforming by claiming present 

uncertainty, as illustrated by the raging debate amongst experts. 

 Although the associated costs and benefits were not as significant as the decision 

to go to war in Iraq or to allow the progression of global warming, the public debates 

over the infamous Bush tax cuts of 2001 and 2003 also exhibited significant amounts of 

truthiness. The tax cuts were purported to benefit all Americans (which it would in some 

way, since everyone would be getting some money from the government), but the cuts 
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significantly favored the rich; the elimination of the capital gains and estate taxes, and the 

reduction of the amount of money that could be taxed all favored the extremely rich, to 

the point where some estimated that the top percent of taxpayers would receive the vast 

majority of the benefit.14 Paul Krugman, the respected New York Times columnist, went 

on a “crusade” against the proposed tax cuts, pointing out the economic implications of 

the deficits they would incite, the unfairness of the imbalance in the cuts, and the 

increasing fiscal burden imposed on the economy by the Bush Administration’s increased 

spending and war efforts.15 To contradict Krugman, several conservative columnists and 

pundits argued for the tax cuts, citing their economic benefits and arguing about the 

irrelevance of deficits and debt to the economy’s performance, though they almost never 

asserted that the rich contribute more to tax revenues and therefore deserve greater 

compensation (though this argument may have been the most justified).16 Again, these 

strategies of argumentation were meticulously politically-minded, and crafted to sway 

public perception, rather than settle the question; again, truth has lost its status as the goal 

of public inquiry, replaced with the goal of public approval, highlighting the difference 

between a correspondence theory of truth and a consensus theory of truth.  

 In addition to generating uncertainty and confusion, political elites have used 

sophisticated and misleading packaging in order to minimize potential negative public 

perception of governmental action. For example, in Bush’s first term, his administration 

proposed and passed the “Clear Skies Act” and the “Healthy Forest Initiative,” two bills 

which were, as their names suggest, publicly perceived as bills designed to strengthen 

regulatory protections to minimize pollution and environmental degradation. However, 

the content of these bills widely decreased the amount of environmental regulation, 
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reducing emissions standards for polluters and slackening the restrictions against the 

kinds of trees loggers could cut down.17 Along the same lines, over the past few years, 

congressional observers have witnessed an explosion in congressional willingness to 

authorize “pork-barrel” spendingiii projects; these narrow, private projects are 

irresponsible in that they give significant benefits to one constituency, but add that cost to 

the entire country. Because the entire establishment of congress thrives off of distributing 

shares of the pork, there is no institutional basis for reform or restraint; pork-barrel 

spending has simply become a contest to see which congressman can extract the most 

funds from the public to confer a private advantage on their constituency. The politicians 

who passed these bills knew that the vast majority of regular voters would not spend the 

time to look up the content of any of these bills, though the structural support provided by 

the private interests who directly benefited from the bill would similarly enhance a 

politician’s chances at reelection. As such, the benefits of advancing truthiness have 

encouraged rent-seeking behavior in politicians, increasing the amount of private and 

narrow interests satisfied through pork-barrel spending and posing a profound prisoner’s 

dilemma on public spending.   

Similarly, and somewhat more egregiously, the so-called U.S.A. P.A.T.R.I.O.T. 

Act, passed with limited congressional debate promptly after September 11, gave broad 

powers to the executive to protect against terrorism, though these protections only came 

at the expense of privacy and personal liberties. Having just experienced the dramatic 

attacks of September 11, it is no surprise that politicians rushed to pass a comprehensive 

                                                
iii “Pork-barrel spending” refers to the private civic projects (usually exclusive to a particular constituency) 
congressmen want to fund to enhance their district or state, often because these projects increase a 
congressman’s chances at reelection. 
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piece of homeland security legislation called the “USA Patriot Act” without considering 

the true weight of the bill they were passing, partially due to the carefully chosen 

packaging which obscured the bill’s true content. After the content was exposed, and the 

congressmen gained some perspective on the events of September 11, much more 

opposition was expressed; in fact, several sections of the USA Patriot Act requiring 

reauthorization failed to achieve renewal at the end of 2005 because of sufficient 

opposition in both political parties, members who realized the infringement of liberties 

that resulted from the act’s passage.18  Opposition to the USA Patriot Act only became 

politically viable after the USA Patriot Act had become widely vilified by a number of 

malcontents opposing the loss of civil liberties; indeed, because of the power the public 

wields over its representatives, often the onus of action is on public opinion to lead the 

politicians, rather than the traditional other way around. 

This satisfaction of private interests at the expense of the common good and the 

loss of rights in the process are profound subversions of the Madisonian ideal presented 

in Federalist 10, which asserted that all private interests would be equally impotent in an 

extended republic, enforcing a de facto protection of everyone’s liberties; while Madison 

thought that no private interests would succeed because of the fragmentation of the 

factions, today’s political climate allows for the satisfaction of all private interests, since 

they are more efficiently organized to confer realizable political benefits. With the advent 

of legislative techniques such as “logrolling”iv in consensus-building and the increased 

discipline and party loyalty for the more contentious and blatantly partisan votes, elected 

                                                
iv Logrolling refers to the act of vote trading, where one representative promises to vote for a bill that would 
benefit a colleague’s constituency, in return for a promised vote on a bill that would benefit their own 
constituency. 
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officials have increasingly voted on overly inclusive aggregations of private interests 

masquerading as the public good, rather than minimal amounts of private interests, 

restricting legislation exclusively to the public good. Madison thought that consensus-

building and the less democratic, reasoned deliberation of the Senate would force the 

production of the common good at the expense of private interests which would be 

recognizably narrow and selfish, but instead, politicians have delighted in this selfishness, 

since it usually leads to greater political success for the members of the party receiving 

the private benefit.  

Markets in Everything, Including Truth 

The new style of political attacks that had emerged in the 21st Century are 

different from the previous style in that they rely on mistaken public perceptions of 

political independence and objectivity, while bringing doubt into issues that would 

otherwise be settled. The Swift Boat Veterans for Truth were effective partially because 

the public did not perceive an explicit connection between the group and the Bush 

campaign or the Republican Party organization. Along the same lines, the media’s 

reference to expert opinions increasingly lacks nuance, and fails to identify for the public 

what qualifications one could reliably consider qualifying as expertise; instead, the media 

has recognized that they will appear biased and subjective (perceptions that have 

persisted since the 20th Century) by taking a particular side on an issue and contending 

that either side is objectively and factually incorrect. The political culture of 

specialization and expertise has led the public to defer to increasingly defer their 

judgment to elites, denying their own capabilities of decision making, even though the 

progressive reforms of the 20th Century left the power squarely in the hands of the public. 
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The public has control over policy, yet refuses to exercise it autonomously, so greater 

incentives have been created for politicians to manipulate the public will. By making 

issues seem less clear or objective than they are, or by attributing bias to those who are 

acting out of rationality, the public becomes more and more confused about how to act 

rationally, and instead defer to their own non-rational biases and instincts.  

Political elites have found that, in America’s two-party, candidate centered 

electoral system, candidates can just as easily win campaigns by undermining the 

public’s perception of their opponents as they could by establishing themselves as a 

credible, virtuous representative of the people. This phenomenon is at least partially due 

to the uncertainty in the American public when it comes to complicated issues where 

perceived experts disagree. Just like the Intelligent Design advocates, political candidates 

found it easier to gain de facto support by attacking the foundations of their enemies’ 

policies than advancing arguments for the adoption of their own policies. Whether or not 

this strategic choice was made because of higher evidential standards imposed by the 

public, the public’s inability to comprehend the nuance necessary for insight into 

complicated political and economic problems, or the public’s simple refusal to recognize 

political realities, it has been demonstrated that politicians prefer patterns of attack to 

offering positive evidence to convince the public of the wisdom of an idea. This strategic 

imbalance has led to a significant enervation of political creativity. No longer are broad, 

fundamental ideas put forth in politics; policy is built around marginal, incremental, 

comfortable and uncontroversial changes that “test well” with constituencies, rather than 

making a claim about governance with some bravado and certainty in the rationality or 

soundness of an argument.  
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The problem in objective truth emerged with the increased comfort with the 

concept of bias in the 20th Century. The Nietzschean and pragmatic recognition that 

humans operated within inescapable frames of reference encouraged experts to indulge in 

their preferences, and allow the public to traverse the complicated spectrum of beliefs on 

their own, Americans being “responsible democratic citizens,” after all. Similarly, the 

news media, facing increasingly competitive pressures from other forms of entertainment, 

has taken many shortcuts in relating facts to the public; whether attempting to show 

impartiality by just “reporting both sides” or deferring to an expert’s opinion without 

checking its veracity, the media’s diminishing resources and need for profitability has 

rendered the news media juvenile and overtly influenced by those who would manipulate 

facts for their own advantage. Political elites have learned to manipulate the media-expert 

complex to their own advantage; by supporting news outlets with biases in their favor 

with the gift of access, by hiring experts that corroborate their own assertions, and by 

distracting the public if all else fails, politicians have used truthiness to entrench political 

beliefs and consolidate political power. However, the costs incurred by accepting 

truthiness, the degraded status of truth and diminished capacity for inquiry, are borne by 

the public and not by the politicians. 
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